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INTRODUCTION 
In a rather programmatic paper of 1880 Kronecker gave the impetus to a 
long and fruitful development in algebraic number theory, although no 
explicit program is formulated in his paper [17]. As mentioned in Hasse’s 
Zahlbericht [8], he was the first who tried to characterize finite algebraic 
number fields by the decomposition behavior of the prime divisors of the 
ground field. Besides a fundamental density relation, Kronecker’s main result 
states that two finite extensions (of prime degree) have the same Galois hull 
if every prime divisor of the ground field possesses in both extensions the 
same number of prime divisors of first relative degree (see, for instance, 
[8, Part II, Sects. 24, 251). 
In 1916, Bauer [3] showed in particular that, among Galois extensions, a 
Galois extension K 1 k is already characterized by the set of all prime divisors 
of k which decompose completely in K. More generally, following Kronecker, 
Bauer, and Hasse, for an arbitrary finite extension K I k we consider the set 
D(K 1 k) of all prime divisors of k having a prime divisor of first relative 
degree in K; we call this set the Kronecker set of K 1 k. Obviously, in the case 
of a Galois extension, the Kronecker set coincides with the set just mentioned. 
In a counterexample Gassmann [4] showed in 1926 that finite extensions. 
are in general not characterized by their Kronecker sets, not even by more: 
refined sets of primes which describe the “kind of prime decomposition” 
[8, Part II, pp. 142ff.l. For about 40 years this negative result stopped 
further progress of “Kronecker’s program,” which in the 1920’s had cul- 
minated in Cebotarev’s density theorem. 
Kronecker’s basic concepts and ideas have now been taken up again under 
different aspects and aims. In several papers, Schinzel [22,23] and Lewis 
Schinzel, and Zassenhaus [18] introduced and studied certain classes of 
extension fields, so-called Bauerian fields, which’fulfill Bauer’s theorem and, 
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in particular, are characterized (among Bauerian fields only!) by their 
Kronecker sets up to conjugates. Schulze [25] asked the additional question 
of the existence of nonabelian fields whose Kronecker sets are finite unions 
of arithmetic progressions, up to finite sets. In a completely different setting 
Kronecker sets entered into the model theoretic investigations of Ax [I] on 
the elementary theory of finite fields, where they occur in the original form 
considered by Kronecker, namely, as the set of primes modulo which a 
given irreducible polynomial has a congruence root. 
In this paper the finite extensions of a fixed algebraic number field k are 
studied under an equivalence relation, called Kronecker equivalence, which is 
defined by equality of their Kronecker sets, up to finite sets. The aim is to 
investigate the structure of the equivalence classes, i.e., the Kronecker 
classes, and to study the behavior of some fundamental invariants. 
The first important observation is that the minimal fields in a Kronecker 
class X over k are only finite in number and that all generate the same Galois 
hull over k, which is called the Galois hull M(X) of X. This finite extension 
and its Galois group over k are invariants of X, as is the finite graph m(X) 
consisting of all fields of X contained in M(X), considered with respect to 
inclusion. 9X(X) will be called the socle graph of X. Numerical invariants 
are the number p(X) of nonconjugate fields in W(X), the socle number of 
X, and the number ,(Xx) of nonconjugate minimal fields in X, the width 
of X (Section 2). 
By Cebotarev’s density theorem the Kronecker equivalence can easily be 
translated into a condition on Galois groups. This leads to the notions of the 
core and cocore of a subgroup of an abstract group, which per definition is 
the intersection and the union of all conjugates of the subgroup, respectively 
(Section 1). As is well known, the Dirichlet density of a Kronecker set, being 
a positive rational number, can be represented as the relative frequency of 
the cocore of a certain subgroup of a Galois group related to the given field 
extension. So explicit formulas of the cardinal of the cocore may lead to a 
computation of the Dirichlet density (in special cases); on the other hand, 
they are of technical use in this paper (Sect. 3). 
The first relevant result is Theorem 1, which states the existence of 
Kronecker classes whose width is an arbitrary high prime power and coincides 
with the socle number. This result indicates that Kronecker classes can be 
rather complicated. The proof is based on a presentation of the width, in the 
“splitting case,” as the cardinal of a certain one-dimensional cohomology 
group of “locally trivial” cohomology classes. In special cases, using results 
of another note [ 151, an effective computation can be obtained (Sect. 4). 
The fundamental question whether Kronecker classes are infinite is 
answered in the affirmative for extensions L j k which admit either a proper 
automorphism of odd order, or else a cyclic or quaternion automorphism 
group of order 8 (Theorems 3,3’). The fields, constructed in these theorems. 
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are all elementary abelian over L. The “lower cases” of cyclic extensions 
L 1 k of degree 2 or 4 turn out be true exceptions to Theorem 3’ in the sense 
that there are no proper ubeliun extensions K 1 L, Kronecker equivalent to 
L over k (Sect. 5). 
For Kronecker classes of quadratic extensions L / k we can prove a much 
stronger result. If there is any proper extension K of L, Kronecker equivalent 
to L over k-without restriction, a minimal one-then the Galois group of the 
Galois hull of K 1 k is isomorphic to an automorphism group of a nonabelian 
simple group N containing all inner automorphisms of N; moreover, certain 
simple groups cannot occur (Theorem 5). So if there exists any other field, 
Kronecker equivalent to a quadratic extension, it must be very complicated 
(Sect. 6). 
In Section 7 it will be shown that there are no Z,-extensions of L, in the 
sense of Iwasawa, Kronecker equivalent to an extension L of k. In Section 8 
we give some examples of extensions for which the Kronecker sets do 
coincide exactly, not only up to finite sets. In the last section, aspects of a 
“weak abelian decomposition law” are discussed and some examples are 
given. 
In a further paper [14], we investigate the Kronecker classes of atomic 
extensions; by an atomic extension we mean an extension with no proper 
intermediate fields. 
Some Notations 
If a group g acts on a set X the fixed set is denoted by Xg; for a subset 
Y C X, the normalizer Mg( Y) or centralizer C,(Y) are the subgroups of g 
transforming Y into itself or leaving Y elementwise fixed, respectively. If 
X = N is a group and g acts by automorphisms on N, the image of the 
representation g + Aut(N) is denoted by Aut,(N). For normal subgroups 
N 4 G, the group G acts by conjugation on N, and one has the usual notions. 
The outer automorphism groups are denoted by Out(N) = Aut(N)/Tnn(N), 
Out,(N) = Aut,(N)/Inn N. The action of automorphisms is written 
exponentwise : a -+ P, N”, etc.; inner automorphisms V* of N* = Inn(N) are 
also written ay = V-%V (V E N). A semidirect product of a subgroup C7 and 
a normal subgroup N of G is denoted by G = N 0 U. 
1. KRONECKER EQUIVALENCE AND ITS GROUP THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION 
Let k be a finite algebraic number field, K and K’ finite extensions of k, 
D(K I k) be the set of all prime divisors p of k, which have a prime divisor 
!$3 I p in K of first relative degree. We call B(K j k) the Kronecker set of the 
extension K / k. Two extensions K, K’ are said to be Kronecker equivalent 
over k, we write K mK K’, if their Kronecker sets differ only by a finite set of 
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primes. If we denote inclusion or equality of sets up to a finite set by C or =L, 
respectively, we have by definition 
K y K’ * D(K 1 k) A D(K’ j k). 
The classes of extensions of k obtained by this equivalence relation are 
called Kronecker classes X = & over k; the class to which K belongs is 
denoted by X(K) = &(K). The definition of Kronecker equivalence can be 
extended to infinite algebraic extensions of k, although in this respect we can 
only give a negative result in this paper (see Sect. 7). An infinite extension 
L / k is said to be Kronecker equivalent to K over k if for some finite sub- 
extension, L,, ( k of L, every finite extension L’ j k with L, < L’ < L belongs 
to X,(K). With the exception of Section 7 we confine ourselves in this paper 
to finite extensions. 
By Cebotarev’s density theorem it is, of course, possible to translate the 
Kronecker equivalence into a statement on Galois groups. Let M be a Galois 
extension of k containing the given fields K, K’ and let G = G(M / k) be the 
Galois group of M / k with the fixed groups U, U’ of K, K’. respectively. We 
notice that, due to Galois theory, M is the Galois hull I? of K / k if and only 
if the so-called G-core of U1 U, = flaeC U0 is trivia1.l 
For nonramified primes Q / ‘$3 ( p in M 3 K 2 k, the Frobenius symbol 
[(M / k)/!JJ] and the Artin symbol ((M ( k)/p) = {o[(M / k)@] u-l j u E G>, 
are defined. Then !$ has degree 1 over k iff there exists an g in M lying over ‘$ 
such that [(M 1 k)/‘!fJ] E U; hence 
The union uoeC U0 is dual to the notion of the G-core and hence will be 
called the G-cocore of U and denoted by GU. Using the surjectivity of the 
Artin symbol we conclude from (1.1) 
h’ 7 K’ * & = GU’. (1.2) 
D(K’ / k) t D(K I k) 0 U’ C &. (1.2’) 
This is the group theoretical translation of Kronecker equivalence; it is valid 
for all Galois extensions M / k containing K and K’. Thus we are led to call 
two subgroups U, U’, of an abstract (finite) group G-equivalent U -G U’ if 
their G-cocores coincide &U = G U’). 
We notice that an immediate consequence of (1.2’) is Buuer’s theorem: If 
K I k is a Galois extension then 
D(K’ / k) ? D(K 1 k) implies K C K’. (1.3) 
1 This notion is due to Baer [2] and plays an essential role in our paper [14]. 
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According to Schinzel [22] an extension K 1 k is said to be Bauerian if for 
all finite extensions K’ 1 k 
D(K’I k)tD(KI k) implies Ku C K’ (1.3’) 
for a certain k-conjugate Ku of K. Schinzel has observed [22] that for 
checking a field K 1 k to be Bauerian it is sufficient to look at all subfields of 
a fixed Galois extension M 1 k containing K; by (1.2’) this means: K is 
Bauerian over k iff for all subgroups U’ < G = G(M 1 k). 
U’ C GU implies u’ C U” for a certain conjugate U” of U in G. (1.4) 
If for abstract groups (1.4) holds we therefore call U Bauerian in G. 
We now list some simple properties concerning G-equivalence and 
Kronecker equivalence. 
LEMMA 1. The following conditions are necessary for subgroups U, U’ of 
G to be G-equivalent. 
(a) U, U’ generate the same normal subgroup in G, 
(b) U[U, G] = U’[U’, G], 
(c) exp U = exp U’for the exponents of U, U’, 
(4 u, -G U,’ for allp-Sylow groups U, , U,’ of U, U’, respectively. 
Proof. (a) and (c) follow immediately from the definition of G-equivalence. 
But the group &U) generated by the cocore coincides with U[U, G], where 
[U, G] denotes the mixed commutator group; hence (b) holds. To show (d) 
one observes that for u E U, there exists an IJ E G with u0 E U’ by assump- 
tion; but there is an T E U’ transforming ZP into the given Sylow group 
U,’ of U’, which proves (d). 
COROLLARY. All fields K in a Kronecker class Xk have the same Galois 
kernel 12 over k; it is calIed the Galois kernel of Y, and is denoted by r(X). 
Here by the Galois kernel of an extension K 1 k we mean the largest inter- 
mediate field which is Galois over k. 
We now list some elementary transition properties for the Kronecker 
equivalence: 
For a field tower k < K < K’ % K”, K” -B K * K’ -k K holds. (1.5) 
For a field tower k < k’ < L < K, K-k’ L. * K -k L holds. (1.6) 
Let K, L be intermediate fields of a Galois extension M j k and M k- 
linearly disjoint to an extension k’ of k; then K -k L e Kk’ N%’ Lk’. (1.7) 
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For k < K, < K and the Galois hull R,, of K, ) k, K wk K,, + 
~@4L 0.8) 
Let Mi be two k-disjoint Galois extensions of k with subfields 
k<Li,Ki<Mi. Then Li~kKi(i=l,2)a~LZ~I,KIK2. (1.9) 
Statements (1 S) and (1.6) are obvious and (1.7) is, using (1.2), an imme- 
diate consequence of the transition theorem of Galois theory. In order to 
show (1.8) let M 1 k be a Galois extension, containing K and R,, , with 
Galois group G and fixed groups U, , U, N of KO , K and I& , respectively. 
Because N 4 G the intersection of c U = FU0 with N gives ,(N n U) = N, 
which proves (1 .a). For a proof of (1.9) we observe that the Galois group G of 
M = M,M, over k is the product G, x Ga of the Galois groups Gi of Mi 1 k, 
and the fixed groups of LIL, and K,K, are the products HI x Hz and U1 x U, 
of the fixed groups Hi of L, and U, of Ki in Gi , respectively; then c,Ui = 
GiHi implies GU = GIUI x c,Uz = GH. 
It is well known, at least for Galois extensions, that an extension K of k in 
which almost all primes of k have a prime divisor or relative degree 1 must 
be k, in other words 
&c(k) = &I. (1.10) 
This is equivalent to the statement that a finite group G cannot be G-equi- 
valent to a proper subgroup 
G=cU*G=U. (1.10’) 
For, if U were a proper subgroup, U could not be normal in G; hence 
(G: .X;;(U)) # 1, and one has the contradiction 
#G < #U * (G : J’ZZ(U)) - 1. 
Now (1.10) is a simple but central fact for Kronecker classes. The problem 
whether the class of k is the only Kronecker class which consists of only one 
field remains open in this paper. But there is some evidence (Sect. 6) that 
quadratic extensions might have this property. 
We conclude this introduction with a slight generalization of the notion of 
G-equivalence in finite groups, which is useful as a technical tool. First, we 
can also form the N-cocore &J = UEN UP for two subgroups U and N of a 
group G, and, of course, dually the N-core UN = nvsN 17’. Second, for an 
arbitrary automorphism group ‘3 of G one has the notions of %-core and 
2lxocore of a subgroup U < G: Uz = fiorsqC U” and %LJ = l&r Ua, respec- 
tively. In this respect some distinguished normal subgroups of the full 
automorphism group Aut G are of value which have been considered, for 
instance, by Sah [21]: 
Inn G 4 LocInn G 4 Aut, G q Aut G; (1.11) 
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Here LocInn G and Aut, G denote the groups of all automorphisms which 
leave invariant all conjugacy classes or all divisions (= “Abteilungen”), 
respectively. The automorphisms u E Lo&m G we call locally inner; the 
group Lo&n G coincides with the stabilizer group of all complex characters. 
It is known that Aut, G coincides with the group of automorphisms which 
transform all complex characters into algebraic conjugate ones over Q; it is 
also the group of all automorphisms which transform all cyclic subgroups of 
G into G-conjugates. This last property has the useful consequence 
xu = GUY hi = UG 7 (1.12) 
for each subgroup U -=c G and each automorphism group (zz with Inn G < 
‘3 < Au&G. The field theoretical interpretation is 
LEMMA 2. Let k < L < M be two Galois extensions over k with Galois 
groups g = G(L j k) and N = G(A4 1 L). If the natural representation CJ + 
Out N has image in Out,N = Au&N/Inn N then L is not Kronecker equiva- 
lent over k to any proper intermediate$eld K of M I L. 
2. THE FINITENESS PROPERTY AND THE MAIN INVARIANTS 
The following result is basic for the whole paper and essentially due to 
Schulze [25, Satz 161; it can also easily be derived from a theorem of Schinzel 
122, Theorem 11. 
REDUCTION THEOREM. For two extension jelds K, K’ of k let l?, k’ denote 
their Galois hulls, respectively. Then 
K ‘;;’ K’ implies KT K~II?, K’y K’ni?. (2.1) 
Therefore, if K is minimal in its class X(K), then 
K 7 K’ implies i?cRl (2.2) 
for the Galois hulls. 
We give a very simple proof. Let M 1 k be a Galois extension containing 
K and K’ with Galois group G, furthermore, let U, U’ be the stabilizer 
groups of K, K’, respectively. Then 
Jr* uIc = Gu’; (2.3) 
hence GU = cU’ implies cU = UoeC (UU’,)0 = G(U * U’,). This proves (2.1) 
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because iYc is the fixed group of a’. If, moreover, U is maximal in its G- 
equivalence class one concludes UtG C U and hence, 
this proves (2.2). 
u 7 U’ 2 U’G c UG ; (2.2’) 
As a fundamental consequence we have the 
FINITENESS PROPERTY. For any Kronecker class 3” over k, all minimal 
Jields L in X have the same Galois hull M over k. So they are finite in number. 
The Galois hull M of a minimal field L in L%” is called the Galois hull M(T) 
of the Kronecker class X, and its Galois group G over k the Galois group 
G(X) of X. The set ‘9X(X) of intermediate fields of M(X)\ k which belong 
to X, considered as a graph with respect to inclusion, will be called the 
socle graph of Z; it is a finite subgraph of X with the same set of atoms as 
X, namely, the set 9(X) of all minimal fields in X. 
The Galois group G(X) acts as a permutation group on 9X(X), in 
general, of course, not faithfully; the same holds for the subset Z(S). As 
fundamental invariants we introduce the number of nonconjugate fields in 
!lX(z(ix) and 9(,X), respectively: 
CL&~) = #@‘JWW), T&O = #GVfX)IG). 
We call pk the socle number and wlc the width of .X. Both invariants give some 
indication of how complicated Kronecker classes can be. 
As examples we consider, first, Kronecker classes X containing a Galois 
extension L over k (so-called Galois Kronecker classes) and second, classes 
which contain a Bauerian field over k, so-called Bauerian Kronecker classes. 
Now Bauer’s theorem and the definition (1.3’) show that 
CLW-) = 1 for Galois Kronecker classes X. (2.4) 
w(,x) = 1 for Bauerian Kronecker classes. (2.5) 
Moreover, one has 
PROPOSITION 1. For the Kronecker class .X = 2&(K) of a field K the 
following are equivalent. 
(a) X is a Galois Kronecker class, 
(b) the Galois kernel T’(X) belongs to X, 
(b’) the Galois hull M(X) belongs to T, 
(4 M(x) = W?, 
(d) oU is a subgroup of G = G(l? I k), 
(e) o U is the$xed group of the Galois kernel K of K 1 k. 
Here I? denotes the Galois hull of K / k and U the,fixed group of K in G. 
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Proof. By Bauer’s theorem an arbitrary Kronecker class X contains at 
most one Galois extension L j k and this is the only minimal field in X. If 
L is a Galois extension in X then L = M(X) and by thecorollary of 
Lemma 1, L = r(X); this shows the equivalence of (a) with (b) and (b’). 
Moreover by the same argument (a) implies (c); but (c) implies (a) because a 
minimal field L E X must lie between F(X) and M(X). The generated 
subgroup H = &U) of the cocore is the fixed group of the Galois kernel I? 
of K; hence I? belongs to X iff H = cU, which proves the equivalence of(b) 
with (d) and (e). 
One main problem consists in looking for large classes of Kronecker 
classes %? with p(X) = 1 or w(X) = 1. Of equal interest is the opposite 
question of the existence of Kronecker classes Z with nontrivial or even 
complicated reduced socle graph ‘%X(X)/G and set 9(X)/G of minimal 
fields. Concerning the second problem we give two examples. The first 
one is the historically important example of Gassmann [4]: 
EXAMPLE 1 (Gassmann [4]). In G = 6, the cocore of the subgroup 
U,, = (1, (12)(34)} consists of 1 and all products of two disjoint transposi- 
tions: GUO = (1, P-T’ 1 7,~’ disj. transp.}. A subgroup of GU,, of order 4 either 
moves all 6 digits or exactly 4 digits. In the last case it must be a type of 
Klein’s 4-group (because 2l, contains only one subgroup of order 4) and all 
subgroups of GUO of that type are conjugate under 6, . In the fixpointfree 
case a subgroup of order 4 is of the type U = (1, v-~T~ , TOTS, ~~7~) with 
disjoint transpositions T$; all groups of that type are conjugate in G. A short 
computation shows that GUo contains only subgroups of order 2 and 4. 
Hence up to G-conjugacy the subgroups of GUo are represented by 
Gassmann’s groups: U, , U = { 1, (12)(34), (12)(56), (34)(56)), V = <(12)(34), 
(13)(24)j. This shows: 
In a Galois extension M / Q with group 6, let K, be the fixed field of 
U, = { 1, (12)(34)} of degree 360. The Kronecker class Z of K, has the 
invariants 
pQ(%) = 39 WQ(x> = 2, G(S) II 6, ; 
. 
moreover the reduced socle graph W(X)/(& is of type / \ . The minimal 
fields in LX? have degree 180 over Q. 
. i 
EXAMPLE 2. A 2-Sylow group of 6, has the form 
Syl &, = Syl &, x ((56)) = ((1234), (13), (56)) 
and hence is of order 16. By Lemma l(c) a subgroup of G = 6, which is 
G-equivalent to U = Syl,G, is a 2-group and hence is conjugate to a subgroup 
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of U. A computation shows that the only proper subgroup H of U G-equiva- 
lent to U is H = ((1234), (56)), an abelian group of the type (4, 2). 
This shows: 
In a Galois extension M 1 Q with group G8 let K be the fixed field of a 
2-Sylow group U of GjB of degree 45 over Q. The Kronecker class X of K has 
the invariants 
moreover, the reduced socle graph ‘92(X)/S, is of type i. The minimal fields 
in % have degree 45 over Q. 
We conclude this section with a result on Galois extensions of prime power 
degree which has some applications in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let L / k be a Galois extension of prime power degree p”. 
Then there is no proper Galois p-extension (of p-power degree) Kronecker 
equivalent to L over k. 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Because in a p-group all maximal sub- 
groups are normal subgroups of index p we may assume by the transition 
property (1.5) that K / L is a cyclic extension of degree p. We denote by G the 
Galois group of the Galois hull of K ( k, and by U, N the fixed groups in G 
of K, L, respectively. Then we have by assumption 
u, = 1, N=,U, (N : U) = p. (2.6) 
Because all k-conjugates of K are cyclic extensions of L of degree p the 
Galois hull of K ( k is elementary abelian over L, hence N is an elementary 
abelian p-group. 
Because U u N we have with g = G/N 
u,= uG= 1, N = ,U = u U’. (2.6’) 
Now the p-group g acts on the Abelian p-group N, hence the stabilizer group 
N, = Ns # 1; by (2.6’) this subgroup NO is contained in U, hence in U, = 1, 
a contradiction. This proves the proposition. 
3. THE CARDINAL OF THE COCORE AND AN EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR THE 
DIRICHLET DENSITY 
The Dirichlet density of a Kronecker set D(K ) k) is by Cebotarev’s 
density theorem equal to the relative frequency of the cocore in G 
WW I W = #GUI#G. (3.1) 
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Here G is the Galois group of a finite Galois extension M / k containing K, 
and LJ denotes the fixed group of K in G. Hence it is of some interest to 
derive an explicit formula for the cardinal of the cocore. 
The first step is of purely combinatorial nature. Let U, ,..., U, be finite 
subsets of the set G and W, = U: Vi their union. One has the, probably 
known, formula 
- *.. + (61P c 41,.,“z 
v,<v,<.<q 
+ *.* + (-1Y %.23,....n 3 (3.2) 
where q..,.vL denotes the cardinal 
24 y,,...,yz = #WI n up, n - n K,), 
of the corresponding intersection. 
Formula (3.2) follows by induction from the recursion formula 
(3.3) 
W 7+1 = W, + u7+1 - #(WY n Ur+d, (3.4) 
which leads to 
W, = i ui - ‘2 #(Wj n Uj+l). 
i=l j=l 
If G is a group and all the Vi are subgroups, we conclude from (3.2) 
w, = 0 mod 4,2.3 ,..., n ; 
if, moreover, all the uyI ,...,” 1 = 1 of “level 1,” one has 
(3.4’) 
(3.5) 
+ *.- + (-lP+r (Z), (3.5’) 
hence 
w, = (-l)z+l 7 + ... + (-l)n+l mod g,_, , 
0 (3.6) 
where g,-, denotes the g.c.d. of all the uV1,.. ,v~_l of “level I - 1.” 
In the third step we assume, furthermore, that the set of subgroups consists 
of all conjugates U” (a E G) of a fixed subgroup U < G. For convenience we 
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change slightly the notations in formula (3.2). Let U* = A’#Y) be the 
normalizer in G of U, G = U*\G the homogeneous space of left cosets, and 
n = (G : U*) the index. On the set 9’,.(G) of all subsets of G of r elements the 
group G acts on the right. If we denote 
UA, =#(-pY for A, E P’,(G), 
5EAv 
then (3.2) reads 
# JJ = f (-l)T,i h,, h, = c UA,. (3.2’) 
r=l ‘VYP 
Because the value uA, depends only on the G-orbit A”, of A, : UA; = uA, , 
and the length of the orbit AT is given by the index (G : GAPO) for a fixed 
representative ATo of A, containing 1, we get 
h, = 1 (G: GA:) ~2,; 
A;fb,./G 
(3.7) 
here GA: is the stabilizer of A,O in G and Yp,/G is the orbit space of P’,(G). 
In general only a rough estimate of the group GA: can be given. For this 
purpose we consider the representation of G.,,p as permutation group of the 
set ATo. The kernel of this representation is obviously the group 
Using the subset B, = lJeEA,@ 5 of G attached to ATo the stabilizer property of 
GATO can be written as BTGA: C B, , so in particular, 
VGA: C B, . 
Hence we have the estimates 
(GA: : U,*p) = r. . (U* n G.+a : U:p) / (J’&U,*p) : Ufq*,o) 
with r, < r. (3.9) 
Let us resume the results in the 
PROPOSITION 3. For subgroup U of a jinite group G the cardinal of the 
cocore is given by the formulas 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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with the notations introduced above. Hence the cardinals of the core and the 
cocore are connected by 
#,U-Omod#U,. (3.12) 
1. COROLLARY. If U has the trivial intersection property (T.I.P.) in G: 
u= U” or UnU”=1 for o E G, (3.13) 
the formula 
#GU = (G : J’W)>t#U - 1) + 1 (3.14) 
holds. For Frobenius groups G with complement U one has, therefore, 
#GU=#G-(G: U)+l. (3.14’) 
Formula (3.12) follows from (3.5), and (3.14) can be seen either directly 
or from (3.5’) using C: (- 1)” (T) = 0. 
In the sequel we need two further special cases: 
If all UK, are constant (= u,.), for a fixed r we have 
hr = (;) * u, with N = (G : N;,(U)). (3.15) 
2. COROLLARY. Let U* = Jr/-,(U) be normal in G with factor group 
g = G/U* of order n. Then 
hr = C (9 : sip) . ua; (3.16) 
a;~~&)/L? 
with the corresponding notions for the group g. If, in addition, g is of prime 
order p then 
9-l 
#,U=p*#U-p c (-I)’ c u~;+(-l)~+~#U~. (3.16’) 
T&! A-@‘&I 
3. COROLLARY. Let U* CI G with g = G/U* cyclic of order 4. If all the 
UK, are constant (= uJ, then 
#&J=4~#U-6~u2-j-4~u,-#Ug. (3.17) 
To show this last equation one uses (3.15) and the fact that g acts transi- 
tively on gs(g); but #g = 4 = #Ps(g) implies gA, = 1, hence h, = 4u, . 
We apply Eq. (3.17) in Section 5. 
One is led to a different formula for the cardinal of the cocore by 
considering W = c U as a G-space, G acting by conjugation on W: 
oU = (U n z(G)) w u Wa, 
i=l 
z(G) the center of G, (3.18) 
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where the W, are certain G-conjugacy classes of elements ui E U with # Wi # 1. 
Hence, 
# Gu = #tu n z(G)) + c (G : CC(&)>. (3.19) 
i=l 
As an immediate consequence for p-groups we have 
PROPOSITION 4. Let U be a subgroup of a finite p-group G, and u an 
element of U\z(G) with centralizer C,(u) of maximal order p”. Then with 
#G = p”: 
#G U = #(U n z(G)) mod p*-“. 
There are only two possibilities: 
#,u=o or zlmodp 
according to the behavior of the core 
(3.20) 
U,#l or =l, 
respectively. 
Proof. (3.20) follows from (3.19). One verifies that for W = cU the fixed 
set under G is 
So U, = 1 implies #GU z 1 modp by (3.20). On the other hand the con- 
gruence (3.12) shows that U, # 1 implies #GU 3 0 modp. 
COROLLARY. U n z(G) + 1 o U, # 1 in the case of p-groups. 
In Section 9 we shall need another special case of formula (3.19). Therefore 
let 
U < N Q G with an abelian group N, 
g = GIN = (CT) cyclic of order p”, p prime, 
Vi = Fix”(&) the fixed group in U of C@ = ui , 
di = #U, their order, gi = (&, 
lj, = {p E g 1 2.40 E U} for a u E U, 
[u]s be the g-conjugacy class of u, [u]“, = [u]s n U. 
(3.21) 
Obviously, 
(3.22) 
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furthermore, 
gig, = Jj, for each u E Vi \ Ui-1 ; 
hence the index (h, : gi) makes sense. 
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(3.23) 
PROPOSITION 5. Under the assumptions and notations of (3.21) we have for 
the cardinal of the cocore 
# CU = i piti = #(U n Z(G)) + i piti 3 
i=O i=l 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
where uj runs over representatives in Vi \ U,-l of g-classes [ujls . 
With the normalizer u * = A$( U) one has 
(II* Z gi fl W*) < (lj, 1 &) <pi for U E Vi\ Ui-1 . (3.26) 
Proof In (3.19) the ui run over a representative system in U of all g- 
conjugacy classes [u’Jg with u E U\ U, . For u E Vi \ VimI (i 2 1) we have 
(G : C,(u)) = (g : C,(u)) = (9 : gd = pi, hence C~UIS:UECri\Ui-, (G : G(u)) = 
pi 1 ti , where 
ti= ‘1 1 and Ui\ uim1 = 6 [uj]; . 
[U]g:UEui\ui--l j=l 
But obviously 
fujIi = (buj : %I7 
which proves (3.25). The rest of the assertions are clear. 
4. THE SPLI~~NGCASE;KRONECKERCLASSESWITHARBITRARYLARGEWIDTH 
We consider a semidirect product of groups 
G= UoN, NqG (4.1) 
with the complement U acting on the normal subgroup N by conjugation. On 
the set CC,(N) of all complements of N in G, G acts by conjugation. In the 
case of an abelian normal subgroup N, it is well known that the orbit space 
C:,(N)/G of (E,(N) with respect to G can be described by a l-dimensional 
cohomology group (for instance, [12, p. 120, Satz 17.31). It is not surprising 
that the analog bijection can be established in the nonabeliun case using 
cohomology sets instead of groups: 
641/9/3-z 
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LEMMA 3. In the splitting case (4.1) with a fixed complement U there is a 
natural bijection 
C,(N)/G N ZP(U, N) (4.2) 
between the orbit space of C,(N) and the l-dimensional cohomology set of U 
in N. 
Proof. First, we find a bijection 
C&(N) N Z1( U, N) (4.3) 
with the set Z1 of all 1-cocylces c of U in N 
c(uu) = c(u>” . c(u) for u, v E U. 
If U’ is an arbitrary N-complement in G then for all u’ E U’ the unique 
decomposition 
u’ = u . c(u), u E U, c(u) E N, (4.4) 
holds and c = cup is a cocycle determined by U’. Conversely a cocycle c E Z1 
determines an isomorphism CL: 
u z U’ by ua = u . c(u) 
of U onto a complement U’ of N. Both mappings are mutually inverse, 
which shows (4.3). 
Now the G-orbits of K&V) coincide because of (4.1) with the N-orbits. On 
the other hand N acts on Zl(U, N) by 
c”(u) = b-%(u) b (u E U, b E N), (4.5) 
and hence the mapping (4.3) is compatible with the action of N. This proves 
(4.2) by passing in (4.3) to the orbit spaces with respect to N. 
We call a cocycle c E Zl(U, N) ZocalZy trivial if for every cyclic subgroup 
(u) of U the restriction splits 
c(u) = b(u)-” . b(u) W) E N). (4.6) 
The set Z:(U, N) of locally trivial cocycles admits the operator group N in 
the sense of (4.5), its orbit space is denoted by f$(U, N). Of course this set is 
a subgroup of H1 (U, N) if N is abelian. We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let l? / k be the Galois hull of a finite extension K / k with 
Galois group G andjxed group U of K in G. We assume that G splits over U: 
G= UoN, N a G. 
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Then K is minimal in its Kronecker class 3?; hence l? is the Galois hull 
M(X) of X and G = G(&‘J the group of X. 
The socle graph %X(X) is trivial: 
!Jlw) = -q-x). (4.7) 
and the orbit space of 3’(Y) under G is bijective to a cohomology set 
~(X)/G ‘v H;,(U, N). (4.8) 
For the width one has therefore, 
p&f-J = dW = #f&C’, NJ. (4.8’) 
Proof. First we show that any subgroup U’ -C U is a complement 
again; this means especially that K and every subfield K’ wli K are minimal 
in -X; therefore (4.7) holds. 
Because U n N = 1 is equivalent to GU n N = 1 the assumption cU = 
c U’ leads to U’ n N = 1. But each u’ E U’ has a unique decomposition 
u’ = U” * n with u0 E U, n E N, (4.9) 
and the mapping u’ w  u,, defines a homomorphism 
U’-t u(j with U’N = U,N (4.10) 
of U’ onto a subgroup U,, of U. This homomorphism is injective because of 
U’nN= 1. Weclaim 
u 7 uo > hence U = U, by (1.10’). 
By assumption U’ wG U, each u E U is of the form u = u’” with D E G, 
u’ E U’. Using (4.1), u = 7 * p (T E U, p E N), and (4.9), we get 
u = u’o = (&T)U . n” = uo7 . n’, 12’ E N, 
and so u = 11~~ with T E U. But U = U, then shows, by (4.10) that U’ is a 
complement. 
It remains to show that the complements G-equivalent to the fixed U 
correspond in fact to the set Zf(U, N) under the bijection (4.3). Again 
U -G U’ means for each u’ E U’ the existence of u E U, b(u) E N with 
u . c(u) = u’ = b(u)-l ub(u) = ub(u)-” b(u). 
Hence c(u) = b(u)-” b(u); so cur = c is locally trivial and vice versa. This 
proves the theorem. 
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In general it should be difficult to determine the width explicitly by for- 
mula (4.87, although one can easily derive upper bounds. In two special 
cases, however, formula (4.8’) can be used effectively: 
COROLLARY. If in the splitting case (4.1) the complement U is a Z-group 
and N an abelian group, then 
c+(X) = 1. 
Here, following the notation in [20], we call U a Z-group if all Sylow 
subgroups are cyclic. 
Proof. For abelian groups N the cohomology group H:(U, N) is just the 
kernel in the sequence 
0 ----t f&U, N) -+ H’( U, N) 2% n H1(Uo , N), 
U,<U 
where U,, runs over all maximal cyclic subgroups of U and res is the diagonal 
mapping determined by the restrictions to all U, . The restriction-corestriction 
property 
H1( U, N) -J=+ Hl(U, ) N) * mu, N 
gives car 0 res = (U : U,>, and hence N,1,(U, N)” = 1 with 
m = g.c.d. {(U : UJ U, max cyclic}. But obviously, 
m=l iff U is a Z-group, 
which proves the corollary. 
We now use Theorem 1 to construct fields K 1 k with arbitrary large width 
of its Kronecker class SC. As a matter of fact the Galois group G(X) will be 
a p-group (p odd) and the width even a p-power. 
In the special linear group SL(3, p) let u and T be the elements 
Because 
we have for odd p, 
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The generated subgroup g = (a, T) = (u) x (T) is an abelian subgroup of 
type (PY PI- 
THEOREM 2. With this subgroup g < SL(3, p), the formula holds 
#H;t(g, b3) = P for odd p (4.11) 
For given n E N and ground field k there are infinitely many extensions K [ k 
whose Kronecker classes X have the properties 
(K : k) = p3n, PkVl = %(W = Pn, (4.12) 
the galois group G is of splitting type 
G(Z)-FF3,“og of order p3n+2, 
where F”,” is considered as direct sum of the g-modules FD3. 
All minimalJields in S? have degree p3n. 
Proof. The proof is based on certain fiber product presentations of the 
cohomology group F(g, A) and H:(g, A) of a bicyclic group g = (u) x (T) 
in an arbitrary g-module A; the proof of these results will be given elsewhere 
[ 151. We only need a special case which we formulate in 
LEMMA 4. Let g = (a) x (T) be of type (p, p) and A an arbitrary g- 
module. Then 
H&, A) ‘v A(O) n A,/+A(0), (4.13) 
where A(O) is thefixed module of a in A, s” = 1 - s for each s E g, and 
P-l 
A,= n $A for S, = 1.7” + 7. 
v=o 
In the case of the theorem g acts on A = FD3 as a subgroup of the linear 
group, and we are able to compute the right side of (4.13). If a, , a2 , a3 is the 
canonical basis of FD3, we get 
ia, = 0, +a, = -a,, +a, = -a2, Sa, = &a, = 0, 
6a, = -a, ; 
hence 
A(I) = (al) = &A, -iA = (aI , a,) = A(O), +A(“) = (al). (4.14) 
In order to show (4.11) in the theorem it suffices to show 
A(O) = A, . 
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This can be verified directly by using the formula 
The lemma and (4.14) show (4.1 I). 
With Fy = (FD3)” as a g-module, one has, of course, 
H;t(g, F3,“) = pw. (4.11’) 
Now construct (infinitely often by the well-known results of Scholz [24] and 
Shafarevic [26]; see also [19, Theorem 6.61) Galois p-extensions I? ) k with 
group 
where F’p corresponds to a normal subgroup A and g to a complement U in 
G. Let K be the fixed field of U in I?. For the Kronecker class X of K the rest 
of Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and formula (4.11’). 
The lowest degree occurring in (4.12) of the theorem is p3, in which case the 
width is just p. By (2.5) such fields cannot be Bauerian, so we have the 
COROLLARY. There are field extensions K ] k of degree (K : k) = p3 
(p odd prime), whose Galois hull have p-groups as Galois groups, which are not 
Bauerian. 
This fact is a counterpart to a result mentioned in both papers of Schinzel 
[22,23] and attributed by Schinzel to Roquette. Because no proof of 
Roquette’s result has appeared yet we take the opportunity to present a 
generalization which also contains another theorem of Schinzel: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let L j k be a Galois extension of degree 1 and K / L a 
Galois extension of degree n. If 
1 < all primes dividing n 
then K / k is Bauerian (hence the width is 1). 
1. COROLLARY (Schinzel [23]). (L : k) = 2, K 1 L Galois imphes K 1 k 
Bauerian. 
2. COROLLARY. If p and q are primes and L 1 k cyclic of degree p, and 
K 1 L is a Galois q-extension, thenp < q implies that K ( k is Bauerian. 
3. COROLLARY (Roquette). If K / k has degree pz and the Galois group of 
its Galois hull is a p-group, then K I k is Bauerian. 
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Proof of Proposition 6. Let R [ k be the Galois hull of K I k with Galois 
group G, and N, U be the fixed groups of L, Kin G, respectively, by assump- 
tions U Q N 4 G. We have to show that if for any subgroup U’ < G holds 
U’ C G U, then U’ is already contained in a conjugate Ua for some u E G. 
Because U is normal in N we have JJ = U, and hence U’ C GU = ,U 
with g = G/N. In other terms the assumption is 
U’= u (U’n CP). (4.15) 
-g 
But U 4 N u G implies u’ 4 N’= N for T E g, and therefore N/U7 N N/U 
and U’ C N. If we assume the proposition to be false, which means U’ @ u7 
for all T E g, we get for the indices 
2 < r7 := (U’ : U’ n UT)l(N : UT) = n. (4.16) 
With u’ = #U’ and m7 = #(U’ n u’) we have u’ = r,m, and from (4.15) 
With r, = min(r, ( T E g), m, = max(m,), we have U’ = r,,mO and hence the 
contradiction 
r,m,=u’~l~m,-1 <r,m,-1, 
where we used the assumption I < r, of the proposition. 
The first two corollaries are immediate consequences of the proposition. 
As to the third one we notice that for p-groups G the subgroup U of the 
index p2 is either normal in G or the normalizer JK~( U) = N has index p in G. 
So we are in the case of the second corollary forp = q = (K : L). 
Other examples of the fact that subgroups of p-groups need not be 
Bauerian-due to Howe-have been communicated to Roquette in a letter 
by Fried.2 
5. EXISTENCE OF INFINITE KRONECKER CLAUSES 
The main aim of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let 2? = X(L) be the Kronecker class of a proper jinite 
extension L / k. If either 
L 1 k admits an automorphism of odd order # 1, (5.1) 
2 I am indebted to P. Roquette for sending me a copy of Fried’s letter. 
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L I k admits a cyclic or quaternion automorphism group of order 8, (5.2) 
then X is infinite. 
The case of extensions L / k whose full automorphism groups are of order 1, 
2, or 4 remains open in this paper. But it will turn out that in those “lower 
cases” the construction of just one other field K / L with K-k L only 
(instead of infinitely many ones) may already be a nontrivial task (see 
Theorem 4 and Section 6). 
Instead of Theorem 3 we will prove a more refined statement. We provide 
this by introducing the following notion: We say that X(L) is p-infinite of 
type (p”, 1) (p a prime, m, 1 B N) if there exist infinitely many abelian exten- 
sions Ki 1 L with Galois groups Gi = G(K, 1 L) of type (p”,p”,...,p’$ 
1 times, and Ki -IC L; of course I= rk(G,). By the transition property (1.5) 
it is clear that the p-infinity of X(L) of type (p”, I) implies the same of 
type (p, 1). Let rkLp (X(L)) be the number of independent cyclic extensions 
& 1 L of degree p with & -k L; this invariant is called the abelian p-rank of 
X(L) ouer L. Of course rk,“(S?(L)) = co iff X(L) is p-infinite of type (p, 1) 
over L. 
We can now formulate 
THEOREM 3’. Let L be a finite extension of k. 
(a) If(5.1) isfulfilled then X(L) is 2-inJinite of type (2,l) over L. 
(b) If(5.2) is fulfilled then Z(L) is 3-infinite of type (3, 1) over L. 
(c) Iffor any prime p, 
L 1 k admits an automorphism of orderpm - 1 (m > 2) or, in the case 
(m, p - 1) = 1, of the lower order (pm - l)/( p - l), (5.3) 
then X(L) is p-infinite of type (p, m - 1) over L. 
Proof of Theorem 3’. The methods which lead to a proof of part (a) 
are entirely different from those connected with parts (b) and (c). We begin 
with the latter methods. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be an elementary abelian p-group, isomorphic to the 
vector space F”, (n 3 2). If the finite group g acts transitively on the projective 
space PF”, and G = A 0 g denotes the splitting extension, then the following 
holds: 
(a) For each subgroup A,, of order p 
A = GA,. (5.4) 
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(b) If L / k is a Galois extension with group g then there exist infinitely 
many abelian p-extensions Ki 1 L with Galois group isomorphic to A/A0 N Fi-’ 
and Ki -k L. 
Proof. The transitive action of g on PA means that each subgroup 
B < A of orderp is mapped onto A, by a suitable (T E g; this proves (5.4). 
According to Ikeda [13], Shafarevic [26, Theorem 111, or Neukirch 119, 
Theorem 6.61 the splitting embedding problem with abelian kernel is always 
solvable in infinitely many abelian extensions Ki 1 L which have the group G 
over k. For the fixed field Ki in & of A, we have, indeed, Ki -k L and 
G(K, ) L) N F;-I. 
This lemma implies (c). To show this we identify the vector space V = F”“, 
of dimension m with the field F, of 4 = pm elements. The cyclic group FX, of 
order q - 1 acts by multiplication transitively on the set V# of nonzero 
vectors of V. Moreover, in case (m, p - 1) = 1 there is a cyclic subgroup B,,, 
of F, of order p 112 = (q - l)/( p - 1) which still acts transitively on the 
projective space PV of V; because pm = m mod p - 1, and hence 
(pm., p - 1) = 1 iff (m, p - 1) = 1, the subgroup FX, has indeed a direct 
factor B, in FX, in case (m, p - 1) = 1. 
By the transition property (1.6) we can assume L I k to be a cyclic extension 
with the Galois group g generated by an automorphism of the type assumed 
in (5.3). If we define the action of g on V = Fa via multiplication with F,X or 
B,,, , respectively, we see that the action is transitive on PI’ in any case. 
Hence (c) follows from the lemma. 
To prove assertion (b) we use the well-known fact [20, Proposition 19.41 
that there is a faithful action of the cyclic or quaternion group of order 8 on 
the vector space V = F2, which is transitive on V#. Again by Lemma 5 this 
shows (b). 
The proof of part (a) of the theorem is based on two further lemmas: 
LEMMA 6. Let L 1 k be a Galois extension of odd degree 1 and a E Lx an 
element with norm 1 which is not a square in Lx: 
Then L(a1j2) wIC L. 
J&(a) = 1,a$LX2. (5.5) 
Proof. Let K = L(a’/“) and k be its Galois hull over k with group 
G = G(x 1 k), and U, N the fixed groups of the fields K, L, respectively. 
Obviously 
I? = L(a1/2, (af2))l12,..., (a(z))1/2) = L( W112), 
where the ati) are the conjugates of a over k and W = <a,..., a(I)) LX2 is the 
full radical group defining R ) L as a Kummer extension.kTherefore the 
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normal subgroup N is of exponent 2. We have to show that an arbitrary 
automorphism T # 1,~ E N leaves fixed at least one of the (au))l/z. 
If M, = L( W,““) with LX2 < W,, < W is the fixed field of 7, then the index 
of W, in W is 2 because ? = 1. The assertion is 
a’i’ E w  0 for some i. 
If this were false we would have a W, = ac2) W, = ... = a(l) W, , and hence 
the contradiction 
w, = J(a) w, = cl’ w, with 2 f 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let L ( k be afinite Galois extension with group g andp a prime. 
(a) Then there is a free abelian subgroup B < Lx with denumerable basis 
(bi)iEN which has the following properties. 
(a) all bi have norm 1: MLi,(bi) = 1, 
(b) all b, are primitive elements of L j k, (5.6) 
(c) B n Lx” == Bn. 
(b) Ifeitherp # 2 or g is not elementary abelian of type (2, 2,..., 2), then 
the stronger property 
(b’) all bi $ LIXLX* for any proper field k < L, < L (5.6’) 
can be achieved. 
Proof. Let p1 , p2 ,..., pi ,... be a representative system under g-conjuga- 
tion of the set of all prime divisors of L of first degree over k, written in an 
arbitrary fixed order. Choose for each pi an algebraic integer vi E pi with 
Tri N pi . Tti ) pi -r ni 
as divisor decomposition, and solve the following congruence systems in L 
for all n: 
al =- nl(plp), a, LX l(p,O) for all 1 # p E g 
a2 = 7~~(p2), a2 = l(p,“) for all 1 # p E g; 
a2 ~1: l(p,“) for all u E g. 
(5.7) 
a, == 7rn(pnP), a, = l(p,O) for all 1 # p E g; 
a, z l(p,“) for all 0 f g, i < n - l,... . 
For a fixed s # 1 in g we put 
bj = af- ‘, B = (b, , h, ,..., 6, ,... >. (5.8) 
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Of course by construction (Ma) holds. In order to prove (56b’) and (5.6b) we 
assume the contrary: bi E LlxLxp or bi E LXX, respectively, for a proper 
intermediate field k < L, -=c L and some i. For any 1 # 7 E Fix(L,) this 
implies 
and hence by Definition (5.8) 
7 s ST p ai ai = aiai Ci or airais = a&, 
respectively. If in the prime divisor decomposition of these equations we 
compare only the contribution of the set {p,~ I u E g} we get by (5.7) 
piTpi = pi#mi” (mi a divisor) or piTpi = pipql, respectively. The 
second case leads easily to a contradiction, because pi does not occur on the 
left side; this shows (56b). By a similar argument in the first case, pi has to be 
a pth power if ~7 # 1, a contradiction. But T = S-I leads to similar contra- 
dictions unless p = 2 and s of order 2. By a suitable choice of s this situation 
can be avoided under the assumption in part (b); this proves (5.6b’). 
In order to prove (5.6~) we pass to the principal divisors bi of bi and ui of 
ai . By construction (5.7) one has the divisor decomposition ai = Piti with Ci 
prime to all p E {plu,..., n~ju~g}.Nowletb=b~*..b~~Bbeapthpower 
in Lx. Then the principal divisor b of b 
b = fi b;” = fi ($S)“I = fi ($“y’i fI (c:-y< 
1 1 1 1 
is a pth divisor power in L. So (p:-“)“1 is a pth divisor power and hence 
or = O(p). We conclude that ni bi must be a pth power too, and hence, by 
induction, all vi 3 O(p) which means b E Bl’. This proves Lemma 7, and 
part (a) of Theorem 3’ is an immediate consequence of both Lemma 6 and 
Lemma 7. 
We have proved a bit more than stated in Theorem 3’(a), namely: 
COROLLARY. If L ( k is a Galois extension of odd degree then there exist 
infinitely many independent quadratic extensions Ki / L with Ki -k L, which do 
mot come from quadratic extensions of proper intermediate fields of L ) k. 
Theorem 3’ can be interpreted as a statement about the p-rank of the 
Kronecker class X = X,(L) over L. For a fixed extension L j k of the type 
assumed in the theorem, the infinity of rkLp(Z) is stated only for a finite 
number ofp. We notice first the consequence of Proposition 2: 
Tf L ) k is a Galois p-extension then 
,x = 3&L). (5.9) 
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The next result shows that the “lower cases” of cyclic fields of degree 2 or 4, 
which were not covered by Theorem 3’, are indeed proper exceptions: 
THEOREM 4. Let L 1 k be cyclic of degree 2 or 4. Then there are no proper 
abelian extensions K I L with K -IC L; in other words for 27 = X&(L): 
rkLp(X) = 0 for all p. 
There are even no proper solvable extensions K / L with K wIC L. 
(5.10) 
Proof. We assume the contrary. By the transition property (1.5) we have 
a cyclic extension K / L of degree p with K -k L for some prime p. By (5.9), 
p # 2. The Galois hull a of K 1 k with group G = G(R I k) must be an 
elementary abelian p-extension over L because all k-conjugates KT of K are 
cyclic p-extensions of L with (K7 : L) = p, and a is the compositum of the 
K’. If N, U are the fixed groups of L, K, respectively, then the assumption 
amounts to 
N= u U”, n Up= l,(N:U)=p, (5.11) 
WI Of!3 
where g = (a) denotes the Galois group of L [ k. If (& : L) = p*, a rough 
cardinal estimate of (5.11) shows p” B #g . pn-l, sop d #g. 
For #g = 2 this leads to the contradiction p = 2. For #g = 4 we have 
p = 3. We can assume that g has order 4. Trivially N < .A$(U), but we show 
equality 
NG(U) = N. (5.12) 
If .,KG( U) > N then u”” = U, and hence by (5.11) 
N= Uu U=,Un U”= 1. 
But a vector space V = F,” cannot be the union of two hyperplanes W, W’ 
with W n W’ = 0, for otherwise n = 2(n - 1) implies n = 2 and hence the 
contradiction p2 = p + p - 1. 
Because of (5.12) we can apply the special cardinal formula (3.17) for the 
cocore to our situation: 
~~=4ap+~-h~+h~-l (P = 3), (5.13) 
where h, computes to h2 = 6 * p”-*. Because all “hyperplanes” U”‘(i = O,..., 3) 
are different, their intersections must have dimension n - 2; hence 
#((loi n Ud) = p-2 (i # j>. 
and there are (@ = 6 intersections of this type. To determine h, we notice 
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that g acts transitively on the set g9(g) of all 3-subsets of g by right trans- 
lation. The stabilizer gAo of a fixed 3-set A, = {I, (J, u”} is trivial; hence by 
the general formula (3.16): 
h, = #g.u, = 4.ug, us = #(U n ua A U$) 
and, therefore, 
3”=4.3”-1-6.33”-2+4.~,--. (5.13’) 
This shows that u3 = 1 because otherwise 0 = -1 mod 3. But then 
3” = 2 * 3”-1 + 3, 
which means n = 2. 
The remaining case N N Fs2 = V cannot be excluded merely by cardinal 
considerations; we have to look for concrete realizations of g as subgroups 
of GL(2,3). Because for this group H the index (H : SL(2,3)) is 2, each 
subgroup g < H of order 4 has a nontrivial intersection g,, = g n SL(2, 3) # 
1. It is known [12, p. 196; 51 that the 2-Sylow groups of SL(2, 3) are quater- 
nion groups of order 8; hence they contain exactly one subgroup of order 2; 
because the center Z = {-lid) of H is contained in SL(2,3) this subgroup 
must be Z. Hence Z C g,, < g and Z acts trivially on the lines of N. There- 
fore N = U u U” which has already been recognized as a contradiction. 
This finishes the proof. 
For quadratic extensions we prove a much stronger result in this context in 
the next section. 
6. KRONECKER CLASSES OF QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
The methods of the preceding paragraph are not adequate to obtain full 
information about Kronecker classes of quadratic extensions. As a matter of 
fact we are not able to construct a second field in such a Kronecker class. 
The following theorem shows that this existence problem is connected with 
nonabelian simple groups as Galois groups, and it gives the impression that, 
if there are any fields Kronecker equivalent to a quadratic extension, they 
must be rather complicated. Let 
L 1 k be a quadratic extension, 
K 1 L a finite extension with I? as Galois hull of K 1 k, 
G = G(K 1 k) the Galois group of k’ I k, 
H = G(I? 1 L) the group over L. 
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THEOREM 5. Let K / L be minimal with the property that K is Kronecker 
equivalent to L over k: 
K N L., K #= L. Y (6.1) 
(a) Then K / L is atomic with Galois hull i? and the Galois group H 
contains a unique minimal normal subgroup N which is a nonabelian simple 
group. With the fixed group U of K in H, H = NU, U = G(l?Y I K), holds, but 
this is not a semidirect product, 
(b) The centralizer C,(N) = I and N 4 G. Hence the natural represen- 
tation G -+ Aut(N) is an isomorphism 
G z Aut, (N). (6.2) 
(c) The simple group N connected with the given field K I L cannot be 
one of the types 
PSL(2, p”) with v 3 1, p # 2; %,forn>5. (6.3) 
In recalling the definition, an atomic extension means an extension with no 
proper intermediate fields. The theorem shows in particular that both 
Galois groups H and G fulfill the Baer property type (B)(p) or (C), which is 
investigated in another paper [14]. The isomorphism type of the simple 
group N may be called the simple type of the field extension K 1 L in question. 
We add the 
Remark. Tf for a nonabelian simple group N the equation 
N=.VvNVa (6.4) 
is not fulfilled for any maximal subgroup V < N and any outer automor- 
phism (T E Out(N) of 2-power order, then N does not occur as “simple type” 
of a field K E .9&(L) of a quadratic extension L I k. 
In particular (6.4) is impossible for N if the 2-Sylow group 
Syl,Out(N) C Out,(N). (6.5) 
Proof of the theorem. Because each intermediate field of K j L is again 
Kronecker equivalent to L over k the assumed minimahty with (6.1) implies 
that K I L is atomic. The first step is to prove that the H-core of the maximal 
subgroup U = G(I? j K) is trivial: 
u, = 1; 66) 
in particular H has the Baer property (see [14]). 
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Let a be the automorphism of H determined by a representative in G of 
the generating automorphism s E G/H of L I k of order 2. Then the assump- 
tions of the theorem translate into the following statements on U: 
H=,Uu#‘, uHnUoH= 1. (6.7) 
Let us assume M0 = U, # 1 and derive a contradiction. Because o2 E 
Inn(H) and M, Q H, the group M = MOM,,” is invariant in G; we show 
M= M,, x MO”, Mo” Q U, H=MU. (6.8) 
Because M,, is the largest H-normal subgroup of U and Moo 4 H the 
inclusion M,,o C U would imply M,,o = M,, , and hence by (6.7), the contra- 
diction MO = 1 to our assumption. So M,,” Q U and therefore H = MU, and 
the first equation in (6.8) follows, again using (6.7). 
By H = MU one has 
ufi = u, 7 ‘qU=,+fU. (6.9) 
The proper subgroup W = M n U of M contains MO and hence has the 
form 
W = MO x Woo with proper subgroup W,, < MO. (6.10) 
But M W = M nM U implies ,,,, W* = M n ,,, Uv, because of Ma = M, and 
hence, by intersecting the first equation in (6.7) with Musing (6.9), 
M = MWu hlWo. (6.7’) 
By the structure (6.10) of W the M-cocore is M W = M, x M Woo and 
because u2 = h* E Inn(H). 
M = MO x ,u Woo u (Al WJh x M,,s (6.11) 
But M W, = M, W, # M,, for the proper subgroup W, of MO . If we choose 
elements u E M,, \ M, W. and u’ E M,,\(Mo Wo)h, the product x = u’ * u” is in M 
but obviously not in the right side of (6.1 l), a contradiction which proves (6.6). 
We are in the situation studied in [14] and use Baer’s classification for the 
group H. We first exclude case (A), that H contains exactly two minimal 
normal subgroups A, B with H = A 0 U = B 0 U. If this were the case we 
had either A” = A or A” = B. But A n U = 1 implies A n RU = 1 and the 
same for B. By intersecting (6.7) with A this leads to the contradiction 
A = (A n HU) u (Au n Jp = 1. 
Hence either His simple (case (C)) or H contains a unique proper minimal 
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normal subgroup N <I H (case (B)), which must be invariant under (T : 
No= N. 
If in case (B) H were the semidirect product H = N 0 U (which holds in 
case (B)(a) of [14], where N is elementary abelian), as in case (A) one is led to 
a contradiction. Hence we can assume case (B)(g): 
H=NU, N = No x Nl x s.1 x NT-, = No x N* , (6.12) 
where N is a product of r isomorphic nonabelian simple groups Ni , and N* 
denotes ni-’ Ni . Though N need not be U-simple we can show that the Ni 
are conjugate under U: 
N = N,, x N,“’ i< . . . x N-1, 0 (6.12’) 
where the u0 = 1, aI ,..., urV1 are representatives of U modulo the normalizer 
J$(N,,) of N,, in U. As N-normal subgroups the NU, (u E U) must coincide 
with certain N:s because the latter are the only minimal normal subgroups 
of N. On the other hand, by the lemma 8 of [14] the U-invariant subgroup 
N* = <N,,” ( u E U) of N is either N (which proves (6.12’)) or contained in 
the largest U-invariant subgroup V = N n U # N of N. But N* C V would 
lead to the contradiction 
N,CU,= U,= 1. 
In the next step we show r = 1, which means that N is a simple group. We 
assume r > 2, so N = N, x N* is a proper decomposition, Because N,” = 
N,“i with a certain Ui E U one can assume by replacing u by UU:-~, that 
No0 = No , No* = N* . (6.13) 
Furthermore H = NU gives HU = ,J7 and U, = U, , so (6.6) and (6.7) 
read 
H = NUu ,vUo, u,= 1. (6.14) 
The intersection with N gives 
N=,VuNVo, v, = 1, (6.14’) 
with a proper subgroup V = N n U < N. 
We consider the projection V, = pr NoV of V on N,, , and claim 
V, # N, . (6.15) 
The contrary, V, = No , means that the transformation with V induces the 
whole inner automorphism group N,,* on N, . The subgroup W,, = V n N,, , 
which is normal in V, is therefore a normal subgroup of the simple group No, 
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hence equal to 1 or NO . But NO = W, C Vcontradicts V, 
isnot true because, in this case, by (6.13) and (6.14’), 
N,=,(N,n v)uN(NOn vy= 1. 
This proves (6.15). 
Because Vis U-invariant the projection on Ni = N,“{ is 
pri V = V,“i # Ni 
by (6.15). Moreover, one has for the N,-projection 
pr*V= V, #N*. 
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1, and W, = 1 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
If we replace in (6.14’) the subgroup V by the possibly larger proper sugroup 
W = V, x V, , we are led to a contradiction 
N = ,Wu NW“= (A& x ,v*Vz,J u h,Vob x i~Ve.9. (6.18) 
To show this we remark that for the proper subgroups V, , V, of NO, N* , 
respectively, one has again NO # NoV,, , N* # N,V* . By choosing elements 
x0, xx in the corresponding difference sets one sees that the element x = 
x0 * x* O‘ indeed is in N but does not belong to the right side of (6.18). 
So our assumption r 3 2 was wrong and we have proved that N is a 
simple nonabelian group. Moreover we are either in case (B)(@ or in case (C). 
Part (a) of the theorem is proved. 
Part (b) of the theorem is obvious. For, if C,(N) # 1, we have 
G = H&(N) = H x C,(N) because H n C,(N) = C,(N) = 1; but then o 
in (6.7) could be chosen to be the identity, a contradiction. 
The proof of part (c) uses the remark. It stices to show that for the 
types (6.3) of simple groups N equation (6.4) is impossible for all maximal 
subgroups V and all automorphisms CJ of N. We first treat the case of projec- 
tive special linear groups N = PSL(2, p”) of second degree over the field of 
p” elements. We assume p > 2 though this may not be necessary. As well 
known [12, p. 1931 these groups admit partitions into conjugates of three 
subgroups P, S, U of pairwise relative prime orders p”, ( p” + 1)/2, ( pv - 1)/2, 
respectively. Here P is a p-Sylow subgroup and S, U are certain maximal 
cyclic subgroups of N. We assume now an equation of type (6.4) with a 
proper subgroup V. Because automorphisms preserve the order of elements 
V must contain elements of order p, ( p” + 1)/2, ( p” - 2)/2, hence the order 
#V is divisible by the product p . (p” + 1)/2) * (p” - 1)/2). By a theorem 
of Dickson and Huppert [12, p. 2131 which lists explicitly all possible sub- 
groups of PSL(2, p”), one can derive a contradiction. In the list of Huppert’s 
Theorem 8.27 the subgroups of types (l)-(3), (7), and (8) are easily 
excluded. The cases (4) and (5) V = 214 or (Zj, cannot occur, for, in both 
6411913-3 
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cases, p = 3 must hold; but PSL(2,3) = ‘&, and for v > 2 one has #V 3 
3.4.5 >#G;,. In the remaining case (6), V = 21c5 leads to p = 5 or 3; 
but PSL(2, 5) = Q& , and in case p” = 5”, v 3 2, one gets the contradiction 
#V 3 5 . 12 * 13 > 4 . 5!; in case p = 3 one has the similar contradiction 
#V >, 3 . 13 . 14 > 4 . 5! for v 3 3, whereas for v = 2 V = 2& must 
contain an element of order (p” - 1)/2 = 4, which is not true. Thus the 
groups PSL(2, p”), p # 2, are excluded. 
The cases N = 211, (n 2 5) have been excluded by Klingen [16]. Hence 
Theorem 5 is proved. 
Proof of the remark. By the proof of the theorem the field theoretic 
assumption leads to an equation (6.14’) with a certain nonabelian simple 
group N. But if (6.14’) holds for a proper subgroup it holds all the more for 
a maximal subgroup V of N. By part (b), (6.2), the automorphism u in (6.14’) 
can be considered as an automorphism of N, determined only up to auto- 
morphisms ah induced by an inner automorphism h* E H*. Now let a2 = 
oi E Au&(N) have the decomposition 01 = CX,,CX~ with elements a,,, oil of 2- 
power order and odd order mod N*, respectively; then 01~ z @(IV*) is 
solvable in 01’ E Aut,(N) and hence u’ = IJCX’-~ is a permissible element of 
Aut,(N) of 2-power order mod N*: (6.14’) holds with u’ instead of u. This 
proves the first part of the remark. The second part is trivial because for 
each u E Aut,(N) one has NVU = NV, and so (6.4) can never hold in this case. 
We mention the following immediate consequence of Theorem 5: 
COROLLARY. Let M 1 Q be a Galois extension with group 6, (n >, 5), L 
the quadratic subextension over Q with discriminant d, and K any proper 
intermediate field of M I L. Then there are infinitely many primes p with 
d 
0 P 
= I, having no prime divisor ofj%st absolute degree in K. 
7. NONEXISTENCE OF Z,-EXTENSIONS IN KRONECKER CLAUSES 
In Section 1 Kronecker equivalence was also defined for infinite extensions 
M 1 k: M is contained in a Kronecker class X over k if there is a finite 
subfield M,, j k of M such that each intermediate field K of M ) M,, , finite 
over k, belongs to X. The existence of infinite extensions in Kronecker 
classes remains open in this paper. We only show the following negative 
result: 
THEOREM 6. A Kronecker class .X over k cannot contain Z,-extensions 
for any prime p. Moreover it cannot contain Galois extensions M 1 K (K E X) 
with a profree Galois group, where profreeness is understood with respect to 
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any of the formations of finite groups: p-groups, nilpotent groups, solvable 
groups, or all finite groups. 
Here a Z,-extension in the sense of Iwasawa means an abelian extension 
with Galois group isomorphic to the group Z, ofp-adic integers. 
Proof. The second assertion follows from the first because every extension 
M / K of the above-mentioned “profree type” must contain a Z,-extension 
for some prime p. 
Assume now that there is a finite extension K, of k belonging to X and 
a Z,-extension K of K,, contained in X. The transition property (1.8) shows 
that K -IC K,, implies I@0 -ilC I!&, with the Galois hull I?,, of K, 1 k. Because 
G(KK,, j I&) N Z, again, we can assume without loss of generality 
K 7 Ko , K, / k finite Galois, G(K ) K,) N Zp . (7.1) 
We need the fact that, under a certain assumption, the Kronecker equiva- 
lence for infinite extensions can also be described by the cocores of the 
stabilizer groups: 
LEMMA 8. Let K be an infinite and L ajinite extension of k, both contained 
in a Galois extension M ) k with Galois group G and fixed groups U, V of K, L 
in G, respectively. 
If K is Galois over a finite subextension K,, of k, the Kronecker equivalence 
K mlt L is equivalent to the G-equivalence 
GU” GV. (7.2) 
Proof. We may assume that K,, -k L. The Galois extension K ) K,, can 
be obtained as a union of an ascending chain K, < K,+l of finite Galois 
subextensions K,, ) K, . With the fixed groups U, in G of the K, we have 
u = fin”=, u, . 
It is evident that aU C GV holds. For KO -k L implies U < U,, C aV. To 
show the reverse inclusion we translate K, wIC L into V C oU,, for each n. 
Because U, Q U,, the G-conjugates U,O (O E G) are only finite in number, 
bounded by the degree (K, : k) = m, independent of n; hence 
vcfiJJ,=; ij,,, 
n=1 n=l i=l 
Because U,, > U,,, one can interchange intersection and union and obtain, 
indeed, V C tJz, U”i = G U, which proves the lemma. 
We proceed with the proof of the theorem. In the situation (7.1) the Galois 
hull &? of K I k is composed by at most m = (K, : k) many k-conjugates 
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K”i of K, which are Z,-extensions of K, . Hence a 1 K,, is an abelian extension 
with Galois group N CI Z,* and r < m. By the Lemma 8, (7.2) we have 
N z &I = ij u”i, (7.3) 
i=l 
where again U is the fixed group of K in G = G(f’? j k). But N splits over U: 
Z,’ N N cz U x Z, , u N- z;-1. (7.4) 
In tensoring (7.3) and (7.4) with the rational-p-adic number field Q, we get 
Q,’ N ij Q, &, U”“. 
i=l 
But this means that the finite-dimensional vector space Q,’ is a finite union 
of hyperplanes, which is a contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
8. EXCEPTIONAL PRIMES 
For two Kronecker equivalent fields Kl wk K2 the symmetric difference 
of the Kronecker sets 
Ex, (K 3 &I = WG I 4 “x, WG I 0 u VW, I W \ WG I k)) 
will be called the set of exceptional primes of k in Kl , Kz , or the exceptional 
set. We consider the set 
SW I W of all prime divisors p of k ramified in K, 
$K I W of all prime divisors ‘$ of K lying over a p E S. 
We have immediately 
LEMMA 9. For fields Kl -IC K, the exceptional set consists only of rami$ed 
primes 
WK, > &I C SW, I k) u SW, I k). (8.1) 
Proof. Let M be the Galois hull of K,K, ) k and Ui the fixed groups of 
Ki in the Galois group G. Because GU1 = GU2 , we have for each unramified 
pofkinM 
in other words 
D(K, I k) \ SCM I k) = D(K, I k) \ SCM I k). 
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But S(M 1 k) coincides with the right side of (8.1), as is well known by 
Hilbert’s theory (for instance, [7, p. 591). 
We ask the question: Under which conditions for Kronecker equivalent 
fields KI , K3 even does the exact equality 
hold, not only up to finite sets ? We confine ourselves to the case of relative- 
quadratic extensions K, 1 IL1 considered in Section 5. But first we consider a 
slightly more general situation: 
LEMMA 10. Let p be a prime, L a finite extension of k containing the pth 
roots of unity, and K = L(&D) a Kummer extension of L. Necessary and 
suf$cient for the equality D(K 1 k) = D(L ) k) is that for each p E D(L / k) 
there exists a prime divisor ‘Ip 1 p in L ofjirst degree over k such that 01 is locally 
at ‘$3 a pth power 
lSL$$ (Lq $?-adic completion). (8.2) 
Proof. Because D(K I k) C D(L / k) and K / L cyclic the equality holds 
iff for every p E D(L 1 k) there is a ‘!@ 1 p of degree 1 over k which splits 
completely in K. By Kummer theory this is equivalent to condition (8.2). 
We now turn to quadratic extensions K I L, L being a proper extension of 
k. In this case the complement T = P,\D(L 1 k) is infinite, where B denotes 
the set of all primes ‘$ of L lying over those of D(L 1 k). We denote by ET(L) 
the group of T-units of L consisting of all elements 0 # 01 E L whose prime 
divisors occurring in the decomposition of (LIZ) belong to T, by ET(L / k) the 
group of relative T-units: 
E*(L 1 k) = {CY E E*(L)/ ~clh.(a) = I>. 
PROPOSITION 7. (a) Let L ) k be a proper finite Galois extension of odd 
degree. Then 
ET(L / k) n KX2 = ET(L I k)2, (8.3) 
and each nonsquare 01 E E*(L j k) gives rise to a quadratic extension K, = 
L(&n) with the properties 
Km y L, (8.4) 
and Exl, (Km , L) consists only of primes dividing 2. 
(b) Let CII E E*(L / k) furfill in addition the congruences 
o! GI I(Qi) for some QC 1 qi of degree 1 over k, (8.5) 
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where q, ,..., q, are the prime divisors of 2 in k which belong to D(L j k), and 
a;$ is the hyperprimary module of Q . Then even 
D(K, / k) = D(L I k). (8.6) 
(c) Let k be a number field and g a given abelian group of odd order T- 1. 
Then there are infinitely many extensions L / k with Galois groups yg such 
that in the injinite field L = L(ET(L I k)‘i2) every quadratic extension K, = 
L(o?‘~) fuljills the strong equality (8.6). 
Proof. Equation (8.3) is trivial when the degree (L : k) is odd. The 
remaining assertions (a) and (b) are just consequences of Kummer theory. 
To prove (c) we use Hasse’s existence theorem of “weak Grunwald type” 
([6] or [I 11) to construct infinitely many abelian extensions L 1 k with group 
=g such that all prime divisors of 2 in k are not completely decomposed in L. 
Then for all K, (8.6) holds by (b). 
9. ABELIAN KRONECKER CLASSES AND WEAK DECOMPOSITION LAWS 
Kronecker equivalent number fields over k can be considered to have the 
same “weak decomposition behavior” over k. One can say that a finite 
extension K 1 k possesses a “weak decomposition law” if there exists a 
subgroup IF*) of finite index in the group of all divisors of k, prime to a 
certain divisor m of k, such that the Kronecker set D(K ( k) coincides, up to 
a finite set, with the set of prime divisors in H(*). By classical class field 
theory all abelian extension of k possess weak decomposition laws with an 
essentially unique congruence subgroup Wm); moreover the weak decom- 
position law implies the strong decomposition law in the abelian case. So 
we are led to the definition: K 1 k has a weak abelian decomposition law, if 
D(K I k) consists, up to a finite set, of the set of all prime divisors in a certain 
congruence subgroup IFrn), modulo a divisor nt of k. But Wm)rdetermines a 
unique abelian extension L 1 k with D(L 1 k) =’ P, n IF), P, the set of 
prime divisors of k; hence K -k L. Tf we call a Kronecker class S abelian, 
iff it contains an abelian extension, we have seen that the fields K j k with a 
weak abelian decomposition law are exactly the fields which belong to 
abelian Kronecker classes over k. By Proposition 1 the unique abelian 
extension L of k with K -k L is just the Galois kernel L = K of K 1 k. 
It is the merit of Schulze to have discovered the phenomenon of the 
existence of nonabelian fields which possess a weak abelian decomposition 
law; in his paper [25] he gave some examples connected with the field of 
mth roots of unity over Q with m = 7, 18, and 25. As Theorem 3’ shows, 
each abelian extension L 1 k of degree m with m # 2-power or at least an 
automorphism of order 8 has an infinite Kronecker class. The purpose of this 
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section is to construct further and more explicit examples over Q which, in 
principle, admit the determination of defining polynomials. Some of these 
examples have moreover the property that the Kronecker sets of K 1 k and 
L / k coincide exactly, not only up to finite sets. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let p be a prime p = - 1 mod 4 and L = & the maximal 
real subfield of the field pPy of p”th roots of unity over Q. Because the degree 
CL : Q) = ((P - 1)12) py-’ is odd we have by Lemma 6 that each unit E with 
absolute norm 1 which is not a square gives rise to a quadratic extension 
K, = L(&/3 with the property 
WC I Q) A {q prime I q = &~I(P%; (9.1) 
here even equality holds for p” # 3. 
An explicit example is the unit E = 5 + l-l (f a primitive p”th root of 
unity)-provided it is not a square-in the case p = -l(8). We have to 
show 
xm(4 = 1 forp = -l(8). (9.2) 
As is well known, rr = 1 - [ is a prime element for the unique prime divisor 
p of L dividing p. If T denotes the automorphism .$ t+ 5” one has 
E = 5-1 * 7’ with 17 = 1 + 5 = +-I. (9.3) 
In case p = -l(4) one has 
Lo = Q(-P)“” C pp C pDv . 
Because of J& lp $) = 1, for a proof of (9.2) it will be sufficient by (9.3) and 
the transition theorem of Galois theory to show that 7 belongs to the Galois 
group of ppy 1 L, . But (-p)‘/” is the value of the Gaussian sum [9, Sect. 27,4] 
and one computes ([*, = 1) 
((-p)V)7 = (;)(-p)ll’ = (-p)‘P for p G -l(8). 
Hence (9.2) is proved. 
EXAMPLE 2. For an arbitrary prime p let p$ be the unique subfield of 
ps, of degree py-l over Q. There are py-l - 1 independent units E of p$ of 
norm 1 such that the fields K,, = p$(~l/~) have weak abelian decomposition 
laws over Q: 
D(KYE I Q) A {q prime 1 q = wi(pv), i = 0 ,..., p - 2); (9.4) 
here w  denotes a number of order p - 1 modulo p”. If 2p-l+ 1 mod pv, and 
this is the case for large v, then exact equality holds in (9.4). 
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EXAMPLE 3. Before we come to the special examples we have in mind 
we want to analyze case (b) of Theorem 3’ by proving a considerably stronger 
result. Basic for the proof are the formulas in Proposition 5. Let 
L I k be a Galois extension with group g, 
K j L be cyclic of prime degree p, 
x be Galois hull of K 1 k, 
G = G(I? 1 k) D N = G(I? 1 L), the Galois groups. 
By Galois theory we have 
NeFT3) NF~~, 
and we call r the generic rank rkLIIc(K) of K with respect to L 1 k. 
(9.5) 
THEOREM 7. In the above notations let g = (u) be cyclic of order 8, p = 3, 
and K 1 k not Galois. Let L, be the unique subjield of L 1 k with (L : L,,) = 2 
and d the discriminant of L j L, : L = LO(d112). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) By the ident$cations (9.5) and g = F9X G becomes the splitting 
extension 
G =F,oFgX where FsX acts by multiplication on FB+. (9.6) 
(b) g operates transitively on N# = N \ (e). 
(C) K-k L and rkLlk(K) = 2. 
(d) There exists a noncyclic cubicjeld K,, 1 L, with 
K=K,Land(I?:L)=9. (9.7) 
(e) There exists an irreducible polynomial F = X3 - aX + b E L,[X] 
with a root 01 E K such that for the discriminant 
D(F) = 4as -27b2=f2+d, withf E L, (9.8) 
holds, and the Galois hull I& of K, = L,(a) over k has degree 9 over L. 
Proof. It is evident that (a) implies (b); and (b) * (c) by Lemma 5. 
(c) Z- (b) If U denotes the fixed group of K we have by assumption 
N z ou = (j uo”, u,= 1. (9.9) 
i=O 
By Proposition 5 we have 
9 = 1 + 2t, + 4t, + 8t,, (9.10) 
dl - 1 = 2 p, d2 - dl = $ fi(z’, 3 - d2 = 5 fit3) (9.10') 
i=;l i=l i=l 
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and Q ) d2 1 3, with the notations used in Section 3. We are going to show that 
the assumption ts = 0 leads to a contradiction. First, t3 = 0 means d2 = 3, 
so U equals the fixed group 17, of a, = u* in U. But by (9.9) o, then leaves 
fixed the whole group N. So actually the factor group 3 = g/(a& of order 4 
acts on N and N = ;U holds. But this is not possible as the proof of 
Theorem 4 has shown. 
But fs # 0 means t3 = 1, t1 = t, = 0 and hence d, = dl = 1, U, = 1; so 
c+, = u4 operates fixedpointfree on N. But by (9.9) g acts transitively on the 
set of all lines of N N Fa2, which are exactly 4 in number. So (g : Ma(U)) = 4 
and hence 
Jfr,(U) = (04) = go. (9.11) 
But then for U = (a> we must have u 00 = u-l and one concludes that g acts 
transitively on N#. 
(b) * (a) Transitivity of g implies r < 2 for the rank of N. But r = 1 
is excluded by the assumption that K j k is not Galois, so r = 2. We identify 
N = F,+ and g = FsX. 
The aim is to show that the action of u on F,+ is just multiplication with a 
primitive 8th root of unity w. In our case transitivity means that g acts even 
regularly, so can be considered as a subgroup of GL(2,3). But the Sylow-2- 
subgroup of SL(2, 3) is a quaternion group Q, of order 8, and a Sylow-Z 
group S, of GL(2, 3) is generated by Q, and a cyclic group (u’) of order 8: 
s2 = <u’, a> = (u’, 7, P>. 
By taking 1, w  as F,-basis of F, and u’ as multiplication with w  one can 
see that an explicit representation of S, is given by 
0’ zzz 
0 1 
i > 1 1’ 7 = (g ;), P = (: J9 
with the rules p = uf2, p2 = 72 = - 1, p’ = p-l. A slight computation shows 
that (a’) is the only cyclic subgroup of order 8 in S, and hence, up to con- 
jugates, the only cyclic subgroup of order 8 in GL(2,3). Therefore g can be 
identified with (0’). 
(c) => (d) With th e fi d xe group G, of L, in G we can interpret (9.11) as 
,Y;,UJ> = Go, GIN = Cd, uo = 04. (9.11’) 
Now the Galois group c,, = G/U of K ( L, must split over m = N/U because 
#N = 3 is prime to the index (G 0 : m) = 2. Hence there is a cubic subfield 
K, ] L, with K,L = K. If K, 1 L,, were cyclic the compositum K / L, would be 
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abelian. To show that this is not the case we can use the concrete presenta- 
tion (a). But - 1 does not act trivially on F,+/F,+ (NR) by multiplication, for 
--w = w  mod F,+ would imply w  E F, +* hence G, is not abelian. Moreover, ,
N N F, implies (J? : L) = 9, which proves (d). 
(d) 3 (e) Let F be a generating polynomial of the cubic field K0 / L, 
assumed in (d), and D its discriminant. Because K,, / L, is not cyclic and 
K = KJ. I L, Galois, K must be the splitting field of F. But L is the only 
quadratic subextension of K / L,, . Hence L = Lo(D1/z), which leads to 
D=,d in L, , 
as claimed in (9.8). But the Galois hull of K, 1 k coincides with the one of 
K I k, hence it has degree 9 over L again. 
(e) * (d): We put K,, = L,,(a) with a root 01 of F. Because D(F) =2 d 
and d 4 Lf, the extension K, 1 L, is not cyclic and its Galois hull is K,L, 
which coincides with K because 01 E K. Hence K,, and K have the same Galois 
hull over k, which proves (R : L) = 9. 
(d) 3 (c) Obviously (E : L) = 9 is equivalent with rkLlk(K) = 2. The 
first step is to show that (9.11’) implies N = ,U; in a second step we have to 
verify (9.11’). 
Now N N FS2 has exactly four lines; hence if (9.11’) is true the g-orbit of U 
in the set of all “lines” has length (g : g,,) = 4. This means that g acts transi- 
tively on the set of all proper subgroups of iV, so N = ,U. 
In order to prove (9.11’) we assume the contrary. Because K j k is not 
Galois one has .A$(U) # G; on the other hand by assumption (9.7) the 
normalizer contains G, . That (9.11’) is false is therefore equivalent to 
&AU> = G, , (G : G,) = 2. 
This means that K is Galois over the fixed field L1 of G1 with Galois group 
G, = GJU of order 3 * 4. Hence G, splits over iv = N/U, so there exists a 
cubic field Kl 1 L, with K = K,L. In the Galois extension K ( L, there is only 
one quadratic subextension, namely L, 1 L, ; so K,L, / L, is a cyclic cubic 
extension in any case. But in the nonabelian extension K 1 Lo of degree 6 all 
cubic subextensions are not cyclic, a contradiction. This proves (c), and 
hence the theorem. 
We apply this theorem to two situations over the ground field Q, given by 
two sorts of absolute cyclic fields of degree 8: 
(a) L = & is the maximal real subfield of the 25th cyclotomic field 
pz5 over Q. 
@) L is the unique subfield of degree 8 of the pth cyclotomic field ps 
in the case of a prime p = 1 mod 8. 
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Let L = LO(d1j2) with the subfield L,, of degree 4 and the discriminant d of 
L 1 L,. One has [lo, 111 
d =2 2 + (2 + 21/2)1/2 in case (a). 
A consequence of Theorems 3’ and 7 is 
COROLLARY. There are infinitely many cubic polynomials F(X) = X3 - 
aX + b E L,[X] such that their discriminants fuI&Yl 
4a3 - 27b2 =2 d 
and that their splitting fields K = KF are all different and possess a weak 
abelian decomposition law over Q, namely: 
D(K, j Q) j {q prime ( q = &l(25)) in case (CY) 
A {q prime / q = v*(p), 1 < v < p> in case (fl) for p = 9(16). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let p = 2”’ - I be a Mersenne prime number. By 
Theorem 3’ there are infinitely many 2-elementary abelian extensions 
K [ pD2 of degree 2+l with a weak abelian decomposition law over Q: 
D(K 1 Q) L (4 prime I q .= I mod p”). 
Note atied in proof. At the Conference on Algebraic Number Theory in August 1975 
at Oberwolfach I became acquainted with two other authors’ work related to the present 
paper. Nakatsuchi’s papers are connected with material in our Sections 1 and 2; Section 5 
partially answers a question raised by him in [29]. Our group theoretical notion of G- 
equivalence and modified tools also occurs in the work of M. Fried in connection with 
diophantine and function field problems. Their results are almost disjoint to ours. 
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